
Professional Development Committee 
February 27, 2013 
Room 430 
 
Present: Gillian Clements, Deirdre McGovern, Rob Hickox, Chad Evans (for Patrick Lannan), 
Nora Miller, Paul Molinelli, Carole Nickolai, Patrick Ruff, Charlie Stanley 
Excused: Yosup Joo, Grace Curcio, Brian Kelly  
 

The meeting began with a prayer. 

Summer Grants — The PDC can anticipate between 4-6 grant applications. Paul will 
distribute them after the March 22 due date. Committee members will review each application 
according to the rubric prior to April 10-11. At that time, the committee will be able to speak 
with grant applicants and ask questions about their proposals.  

 

In-service Day — Paul asked representatives whether the day was productive for their 
department levels. The consensus was that the time was generally well spent. Some of this 
work included: 

• Math levels were able to write midterms together, plan and revise pacing for the rest 
of the year. 

• English had some discussion about writing expectations, worked on identifying high-
medium-low papers for accreditation. 

• Religious Studies levels had some fruitful discussion about curriculum; conversations 
also helped surface some topics for whole-department discussion.  

• Science found the time fruitful, although some levels couldn’t work together because 
many happened to be on Junior Retreat. Double-edged sword, because it was great 
that faculty and students didn’t have to miss class time. 

• Tech workshops: iPad sessions were very much appreciated and fairly well-attended. 
Over 20 faculty and staff took advantage of these opportunities to learn about 
classroom applications of the iPad that included how to use such tools as Notability, E-
Clicker, and Explain Everything with students. 

 
Other topics discussed: 

• The schedule that week presented some challenges. Students had only one contact 
day after an extended break, complicated by back-to-back sophomore retreats.   

• Discussed the possibility of moving Challenge Day to a Tuesday and PD day to March, 
leaving the possibility of having three class days (and two contact days). Since 
Challenge Day facilitators were only available on Wednesday, this was not possible this 
year. 

• Lunch seemed to be very well received. People enjoyed being randomly assigned, and 
having conversations about something other than work! There was some concern 
about community members who were not assigned to tables not knowing where to sit. 
If we do this again, Paul will communicate this lunch arrangement ahead of time and 
will assign everyone to a table. 

 
Professional Development Priorities — Paul asked the committee to consider how we 
should focus our long-term PD efforts in light of our new accreditation Educational 
Improvement Plan (aka, Action Plan). The Committee considered several Action Plan items 
with significant implications for professional development. They include 
 

• Mission: Action Step #2 (Clarify expectations of Ignatian educators and provide 
PD regarding how to achieve deep commitment to mission and work/life balance) 

• Data: Action Step #2 (Educate about effective collection, analysis, interpretation 
of data) and Action Step #5 (Use CDRP to collect/use instructional data) 

• Diversity: Action Steps #2 (Evaluate community members’ participation in PD 
opportunities aimed at increasing cultural proficiency), #5 (Review/revise 
curriculum to insure respect for diverse perspectives and effective participation in 
global society) 



 
Summary comments from this discussion: 

• The recent California Province Colloquium for AP Teachers included discussion about 
the idea of balance as it pertains to the “Mission” action step. It’s definitely a difficult 
discussion to have, since “balance” cannot be universally defined. The group also 
discussed the challenges of integrating an Ignatian mission into an often content-
heavy AP curriculum. 

• Could we set aside time to discuss how we incorporate “mission” into our work, similar 
to how we did at our faculty retreat a couple years ago? Maybe this kind of discussion 
could flow as an extension of ministry morning. Either we could go back to 
departments and discuss how we do this or mix ourselves up across disciplines. 

• There’s a content piece here regarding “Mission.” With fewer Jesuits now, there’s a 
desire among community members to acquire more of the language for “why” we have 
immersion, sophomore retreat, etc. This needs to be school-wide conversation. 

• “Data Analysis” is important, but it seems secondary when compared to “Mission” and 
“Diversity.” 

• Diversity seems like a priority item; we’ve done some work here, but we have more to 
do. 

• Religious Studies has done some good work aligning its curriculum to the Grad-at-
Grad. It would be helpful to develop better-aligned assessments and have 
conversations about data. 

• We need to work on writing enduring understandings, so we can articulate more 
effectively what we’re aiming for. Doing this can help us design and connect 
assessments to enduring understandings. 

• We should focus on the work we started with CDRP, which includes both the “Data” 
and “Diversity” pieces. 

• “Mission” and “Diversity” are both hot topics for us right now; we need to sustain and 
push these conversations, grow here first. This is especially important because we will 
continually need to hire and induct new people. 

• “Diversity” is really a subset of “Mission,” a way to get at mission. 
 
Paul thanked committee members for their input, and will use this feedback for the 
committee’s next full meeting after Summer Grant presentations and deliberations next 
month. 
 
Meeting adjourned. 
 
Next Meetings: April 10-11 (Summer Grant presentations) 


